
 

 

I have really been trying to branch out and find way to entertain my four year old, that we can either do together 

or he can do on his own. He seems to have gotten a bit lost in the shuffle with his two older siblings starting 

school and having a baby brother that needs mommy a good majority of the time.  With my kids staying home 

for preschool, educational toys and games are always on my radar for that age range. This past spring we 

received the Bubble Science kit from The Young Scientists Club to review and my kids enjoyed it, so when I 

was asked to check out the Rainbow Science Kit from the Clifford Series for review, I had to say yes. 

  

The Clifford Series of science kits are geared for children aged three and up, and perfect as your children grow. 

Come with most everything you need, minus a few household items like food coloring, oil, water, etc. Nothing 

major! Also with a 20-page manual that guides kids through the experiments — like mixing colors, moving 

colors, colored bubbles in oil, colored bubbles in a tube and many more. I have found with both of the kits 

we’ve tried that you can keep it as basic or dive more in depth with all the experiments.  My four year old likes 

the basics, seeing the colors, mixing, measuring, using the test tubes, funnel and pipette, and wants to know a 

bit about how it all works, whereas my older kids enjoy that part, but definitely want to know more and ask 

questions. The manuals narrator Emily Elizabeth (from Clifford the Big Read Dog), is fantastic in explaining 

how it all works so that children understand. I really like that the experiments build on each other, so if you 

want to go through the manual you can build as you go, or just pick and choose.  

The Clifford Series is available through The Young Scientist Club among many other great science kits. 

Connect with them on Facebook for weekly experiments, and don’t forget twitter & pinterest. Think Holiday 

Season for your little scientists!  

 

http://mommainflipflops.com/fun-with-bubble-science-from-the-young-scientists-club-giveaway-ends-515/
http://theyoungscientistsclub.com/retailstore/retail-clifford.html
http://www.theyoungscientistsclub.com/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Young-Scientists-Club/170174354854
https://twitter.com/TYSclub
http://pinterest.com/tysclub/
http://mommainflipflops.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/clifford.jpg
http://mommainflipflops.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/clifford2.jpg

